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"Felting: The Complete Guide" covers felting in all its different forms, from fibre felting and needle

felting, to knitted and crocheted felting, and includes an overview of felting in a variety of techniques

and inspirational designs.This is the definitive answer book to any crafter's questions about felting,

no matter what type of felting is used. With over 35 projects and a separate section devoted to each

technique, this book is a must-have source of information and ideas on all things felted. Projects

range in size and difficulty, from an easy ball to a knitted vest, and demonstrate how the different

techniques can be used on other types of art.
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Multi-talented Jane Davis has been featured on television demonstrations. She is a regular

contributing editor for Classic Elite Yarn Company and also has written articles for Family Circle

Easy Crochet, Knitter's Magazine, Knit 'N Style, Beadwork Magazine and Vogue Knitting Magazine.

Nice enough for introductory purposes. i didn't really like the projects BUT did get a few tips from the

project's instructions. The initial overview chapters are interesting. The whole book is very nicely laid

out, writing is well done and photos are excellent.

A great book for those of you who want to start felting! I found this only after i accidentally felted



some wool for spinning and didn't know what to do with so much "trash" wool...well i found out it's all

wonderfully usable and this book helped me see that. I love the way the book is bound, i always

have a hard time keeping my place with other books, but this one has rings that you can push the

pages under, easy to have by you when you need to reference something you are reading.

Wonderful colorful pages and easy to read instructions, i highly recommend it for anyone who is just

itching to do some felting!

I checked out at least 15 different books on felting at my public library, but this is the only one that I

ended up buying for myself. I loved the projects, as well as the instructions for the different types of

felting (wet, needle, fulled, etc.) Instructions and pictures are extremely well done and very easy to

follow. A keeper!

This book on felting is truly a wonderful and informative guide on all kinds of felting. I had been

hesitant to do much felting with my wool. After reading this book with its very easy to understand

instructions, I am now very comfortable with trying all kinds of felting. This book takes the mystery

out of what I thought was a difficult process.

I like the info and the photos. The instructions leave out some steps as though I would already know

about felting. Maybe not the best for a beginner.

A great guide for creating all things felted. Wonderful projects with easy to follow instructions. Good

for first timers or oldtimers! I love this book! Thank You so very much for carrying such a

comprehensive guide to felting! Great price for the information contained therein!

I have many felting books, but this one is my favorite. I also like it as it lays flat (spiral bound) when

working directly from the book on a pattern.

This book does just what it says. It guides you through the various methods of felting. There is a

project offered for each method. The photos are very good and the accompanying text while

sometimes brief, give a pretty good overall idea of what is involved in each method. It also gives a

materials list for each project and instructions for completing the project. This book is a hard cover

ring binder which makes it easy to refer to while you work.
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